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Various Colors To Choose:

3003 3015 5007 60006026 6027 7001 7031 7032 8002 8017 9005

About us

Who we are

BBBC, a brand interprets the new bathroom life concept with 
minimalist style.We are here for global buyer who is looking 
for any sourcing 
●Less Time
●More Options
●Better price

Why choose us

BBBC, stands for Build Best Bathroom Concept, started in 2012, 
was  set up with an obsession for good quality products at reasonable 
pricing.

A better sourcing creates better business.We not only provide the 
best  sourcing , but also do this service for you :
●One step solution for bathroom furniture
●Monitoring container 
●Consolidation of shipment
●Quality Inspection
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This wonderful combination moves in unconscious moments 
and nourishes the entire universe.

Artificial Stone
Art Basin 

the quality transcends the deep depths 
between the heavens and the earth, with a 
dignified and stable style and a slim, feminine, 
brisk and lively streamlined shape, which 
shows the fashion style in the quiet. Nourishes 
the entire universe.

BC - G211  |  800x460x120mm   
                     1000x460x120mm   
                       1200x460x120mm
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The quality transcends the deep depths between the heavens and the earth, with a dignified and stable style and a slim, feminine, brisk and lively streamlined 
shape, which shows the fashion style in the quiet. Nourishes the entire universe.

This wonderful combination 
moves in unconscious 
moments and nourishes the 
entire universe.

BC - T659   |  1200x492x162mm
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BC - T658   |  1200x492x162mm
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Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time by 

your intimacy with water. The best choice to lead 

a joyful life, the temperament that can not be 

more fashionable and the thoroughly individualized 

thinking are flying freely in rhythm of the water 

flow. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin

BC - A01   |  550x350x100mm

BC - A108   |  630x360x150mm

BC - A106   |  430x430x150mm BC - A105   |  400x400x150mm
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Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time by your intimacy with water. The best 

choice to lead a joyful life, the temperament that can not be more fashionable and the thoroughly individualized thinking are flying 

freely in rhythm of the water flow. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin

BC - A11 |550x380x130mm

BC -  A10  | 360x360x100mm BC - A107  |  540x360x150mm

BC - A103 |550x380x130mm
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Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 

by your intimacy with water. The best choice 

to lead a joyful life, the temperament that can 

not be more fashionable and the thoroughly 

individualized thinking are flying freely in 

rhythm of the water flow. 
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BC - A35G   |  600x400x120mm

BC - A21G   |  400x400x130mm
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Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 

by your intimacy with water. The best choice 

to lead a joyful life, the temperament that can 

not be more fashionable and the thoroughly 

individual ized thinking are f lying freely in 

rhythm of the water flow. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin

  BC - A65G |600x350x150mm

 BC - A65H |600x350x160mm

BC - A65 |600x350x160mm
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XA-A05 |605x380x145mmXA-A02 |420x420x100mm XA-A06 |605x385x95mm

Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 

by your intimacy with water. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin
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This wonderful combination moves in unconscious moments 
and nourishes the entire universe.

BC - 91  |   400x400x450mm

BC -  03 |600x400x155mm

BC - 19 |460x460x160mm
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BC - 88  | 540x400x150mm
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Artificial Stone
Art Basin

        

 

              

  

   
  

BC - A09  | 600x450x150mm

BC - A12 | 500x300x150mm      
                   600x350x150mm

BC - A15  | 425x425x105mm 

BC - A16  | 500x300x120mm
                    600x350x120mm
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Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 

by your intimacy with water. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin

BC - A17   |  500x300x200mm

BC - A18   |  500x350x400mm
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Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the 

most appealing fragrance, and freeze the time 

by your intimacy with water. 

Artificial Stone
Art Basin

BC - 28 |450x350x100mm
510x360x115mm

BC - 30 | 600x400x150mm BC - 27 | 595x430x90mm

BC - 20  |380x380x80mm
                 500x360x80mm
                 600x415x105mm

BC - 22  | 595x345x100mm
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Take off vanity in this noisy world, put on the most 

appeal ing frag rance, and freeze the t ime by your 

intimacy with water. 

BC - A23   |  500x320x100mm
                      600x355x100mm

BC - A29   |  420x340x150mm      
                      420x400x150mm

BC - A26   |  420x420x150mm

BC - A76   |  600x380x150mm BC - A79   |  420x340x150mm
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This wonderful combination moves in unconscious moments 
and nourishes the entire universe.

            

BC - 32C  |  510x360x120mm BC - 32D  | 510x360x120mmBC -  32B |510x360x120mm

BC - 32A    |   400x400x120mm                   
                       510x360x120mm

BC - 31  |  750x505x145mm
                     900x505x145mm
                     1200x505x145mm
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